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Abstract
Ion channels are proteins that form nanoscale pores in a cell membrane and
are responsible for controlling electrical signaling in the nervous system by
regulating ion flow into the cell. A voltage-gated ion channel operates like a
transistor; it opens and closes in response to a voltage stimulus to enable ion flow
into the' cell. Understanding ion channel behavior is vital to effective diagnosis
and treatment of diseases like epilepsy and diabetes, and also holds exciting
opportunities for developing bio-devices like biosensors by integrating the
channels with solid-state structures.
In this thesis, we present the processing procedures involved in fabricating a
low-resistance silicon-based micropipette, and the layout design of a low-noise
CMOS instrumentation amplifier that can be integrated on a single chip to create
an automated microelectronic setup for measuring ion channel currents, producing
more accurate, less noisy results than conventional measuring techniques, like
Patch Clamping.
Several models have been developed to describe ion transport through the
channel to fit experimental ion current measurements. One such model is kno\'.TI
as the Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory, which describes ion transport
macroscopically due to a mean electric field in the channel. The equations used in
PNP arc similar to the drift-diffusion equations employed in semiconductor
dcviccs. We therefore present a study of the behavior of the potassium-selective
KcsA channel using a silicon-based solid-state model simulated with ATLAS
software from SILVACO International. We find that the electric field is not
constant within the channel, as approximated in PNP theory, but is dependent on
the structure and surface charges on the protein walls of the channel. The potential
and current through the channel are also dependent on the surface charges on the
protein walls. We can use this knowledge of electric field and potential behavior
within the channel, together with well-established solid-state physics theory, to
provide a macroscopic approach to model ion channel current that gives results
comparable to microscopic and mesoscopic ion channel transport models.
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of the Ion Channel
Cell death is a common factor in diseases [1]. For proper functioning of the
body, the necessary nutrients and regulators for cell growth and function must be
able to move into and out of the cell [2]. Cells found in the human body are
eukaryotes, that is, each cell contains a prominent nucleus [3] and a lipid bilayer
that forms a thin membrane, about 50A thick, which separates the cell from its salt
water environment [1]. The fluid within a cell is called the cytoplasmic fluid and it
is also a type of salt solution [4]. The membrane allows hydrophobic molecules
like oxygen and carbon dioxide and small organic molecules to pass through it but
it is virtually impermeable to ions and small polar molecules [2]. The energy
needed by a cation to traverse the membrane is given by [5]
JV - Z2 q 2 (.!-(_l __1J__l In[ 2e, ]J
8treiT r e", e, e",8 e, +e", (1.1 )
where Z, q and r are the valency, charge and radius of the cation respectively. Tis
the temperature, &$ is the dielectric constant of the bulk solution and &,., is the
dielectric constant of the membrane. For T=298 K, &$ = 79 and &,., = 2, a
potassium ion needs to overcome a barrier height of 96 kT to diffuse through the
membrane into the cell. This energy precludes the magnitudes of membrane
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conductances exhibited by biological membranes [5]. As such, there must exist
other ways for ion transport into the cell other than diffusion through the
membrane. Embedded in the membrane are proteins that create nanoscale
hydrophilic tunnels/pores [2] through which specific ions are permitted to enter
the cell. These proteins are configured in a 'gating' arrangement to form an ion
channel. A high voltage gradient, known as resting potential [6], of about
60-1 OOmV [4] exists across the membrane, the lower potential residing on the
intracellular membrane surface [6, 4, 7]. There is also a difference in
concentration of ions maintained across the membrane and this concentration
gradient affects the electrical properties of the cell [6]. The potential and
concentration gradients are linked, thus a change in one will cause a
corresponding change in the other [6]. A change in the potential across the
membrane causes ion flow (current) across the membrane via the ion channel.
There are several types of excitations that cause the resting potential across
the membrane to change and ion channels to open and close, a process known as
gating (see Figure 1.1), to facilitate ion flow. Therefore, one way by which ion
channels are classified is according to the type of excitations they respond to, that
is, the gating variable [6]. For example, strctch-actimtcd channels open or close
in response to mechanical forces that arise from local stretching or compression of
the membrane around them while ligand-gated channels open in response to a
specific ligand mo1ecu1c on the extracellular side of the membrane [3].
Fig 1.1: Illustration of ion channel gating and resulting current [8]
Voltage-gated channels respond to changes in the charge on the membrane
due to an applied voltage and such channels are found in neurons and muscle cells.
These cells are electrically excitable and an electric current of sufficient strength
arising from voltage-gated ion channels results in a transient change in the
membrane potential, which is known as the action potential [3] (see Figure 1.2).
TIle action potential signal is processed by the cell [1] and interpreted to
perform the related function such as nerve signaling, muscle contraction and
chemical secretion [6]. Malfunctioning voltage-gated channels can cause brain
and heart failure because the action potential that results from mechanical,
electrical. optic or chemical signals received by sensory organs which must be
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Fig 1.1: Illustration of ion channcl gating and rcsulting currcnt [8]
Voltage-gated channcls rcspond to changcs in thc chargc on thc mcmbranc
duc to an applicd voltagc and such channcls arc found in ncurons and muscle cclls.
Thcsc cclls arc clectrically cxcitablc and an clcctric currcnt of sufficicnt strcngth
arising from voltagc-gatcd ion channcls rcsults in a transicnt changc in thc
mcmbranc potcntial. which is known as the action potential [3] (scc Figurc 1.2).
Thc action potcntial signal is proccsscd by thc ccll [1] arid intcrprctcd to
perfonn the relatcd function such as nCf\'c signaling. musclc contraction and
chcmical secrction [6]. ~lalfunctioning voltage-gatcd channels can cause brain
and heart t:1ilure because the action potcntial that results from mcchanical.
electrical. optic or chemical signals recei\·cd by sensory organs which must be
interpreted as code infonnation by neurons [3] may not be fully processed and
used to perform the desired action.
Figure 1.2: Membrane potential changes due to ion flow into electrically
excitable cell [3]
Ion channels can also be classified according to the ions they allow to flow
through them [3, 6]. The most common ions that are allowed to enter the cell are
calcium, sodium, potassium and chloride ions. A channel selectively filters these
ions, allowing one type of ion through but not the others [1] based on the
electrochemical configuration of the protein subunits that form the ion channel
pore. TIlis ion selectivit), is the basis for electrical signal production in the
biological system.
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/1.2 Measuring Ion Channel Characteristics
Changes in the potential across the cell membrane cause ions to flow through
the ion channels and the resulting electrical signal is processed by the cell to
perform a specified function [I, 6]. It is therefore important to be able to measure
and analyze this signal as it can give insight into how cells, and for that matter the
body, functions. The most common method used to achieve this goal is known as
Patch-Clamping or the Patch-Clamp Technique.
Developed in 1976 (by Neher and Sakmann), the patch-clamp technique
involves applying a specific voltage (voltage-clamp) across a membrane patch and
measuring the resulting current through the membrane patch [9]. The membrane
patch is obtained by gently pushing a glass micropipette tip against a cell so that
the desired part of the membrane closes otT the mouth of the pipette. There are at
least five different configurations that can be employed in patch-clamping,
depending on the type of measurement that is desired. One such configuration,
which is the most relevant to the focus of this thesis, is obtained by slightly
reducing the pressure in the pipette so that a seal of high resistance (on the order
of giga Ohms) is fonned the between the glass and the cell [9, 10]. l1lis
configuration is known as the cell-attached patch (CAP) and allows single-channel
currents to be measured while keeping the rest of the cell intact [9]. TIle giga-ohm
seal ensures that most of the current from the single channel flows into the pipette
i
[10]. A current-sensitive amplifier is connected to pipette-cell system with one
electrode in the solution in the pipette and the other in the bath containing the cell
(see Figure 1.3).
A
Feedback
amphfior
Measure
current
........_-- Glass pipntto
._-- S~1linu 50lullon
___ ChHnnul
O
.. Pla5mn
o----{)(}-__ .. membrane
Figure 1.3: Patch-clamping technique [26]
This conventional patch-clamping technique has been used rather successfully
to yield good results however, it has several shortcomings. For example, the glass
pipette contributes significantly to background noise which can drown out
single-channel ion currents which tend to be very small, on the order of pA [10].
Although several processes, like coating with elastomers and firepolishing, have
been developed to fabricate pipettes with low noise characteristics, the conical.
tapered structure of the pipette gives risc to large pipcttc resistance. Rf • (see figure
s
1.4) that causes thennal noise [11].
Figure 1.4: Electrical model for conventional patch clamp [12]
The pipette resistance also couples with the cell membrane capacitance to impose
a limitation on the bandwidth and processing of the fast transient channel pulses
[11]. Another inadequacy of the conventional patch clamp technique is that the
amplifying circuit connected to the pipette-cell system consists of several stages
built from discrete, large-valued electrical components [11] that not only make for
a bulky setup, but also serve as a source of noise. Thus, there is plenty of room to
improve upon channel measurements. The use of a silicon-based planar
micropipette that has relatively low resistance and can be integrated on chip with a
microclectronic amplifier circuit is an cxcellent alternative that is currently being
explored [11, 12]. TI1C characteristics of this alternative setup will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 2.
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1.4) that causes thennal noise [II].
Figure 1.4: Electrical model for conventional patch clamp [12]
The pipette resistance also couples with the cell membrane capacitance to impose
a limitation on the bandwidth and processing of the fast transient channel pulses
[II]. Another inadequacy of the conventional patch clamp technique is that the
amplifying circuit connected to the pipette-cell system consists of several stages
built from discrete. large-valued electrical components [II] that not only make for
a bulky setup. but also serve as a source of noise. Thus. there is plenty of room to
improve upon channel measurements. The usc of a silicon-based planar
micropipette that has relatively low resistance and can be integrated on chip with a
microelectronic amplifier circuit is an excellent altemative that is currently being
explored [11. 12]. The characteristics of this altemative setup will be discussed in
more detail in chapter 2.
1.3 Modeling Ion Channel Current
As was pointed out earlier, ion channels are constructed of proteins that form
paths for ions to flow into the cell. The proteins are complex structures that
conform to an open or closed state in response to a specific stimulus. In the open
state, the membrane potential is depolarized [3]. The proteins also have a
selectivity filter at the mouth of the channel on the extracellular side of the cell
that allows only specific ions to flow through the channel [3]. For the effective
development of ion transport mechanisms, the structure of the channel needs to be
known. Since 1983, structures of several ion channels like the gramicidin A
channel and the KcsA channel have been discovered by x-ray crystallography
[30] , paving the way for the use of mathematical models to characterize ion
channel transport mechanisms.
Ion transport through the channel has been modeled in three ways:
i) Microscopic approach: Detailed equations of motion for each ion and
water molecule in the system are solved [5]; ion-ion, ion-water,
ion-channel and water-channel interactions and the instantaneous
positions of the ions are used to trace the motion ofeach ion and w.ater
molecule [13, 5]. Molecular Dynamics theory is used to model ion
transport in this regime.
ii) Mesoscopic approach: Ion-water interaction is approximated as a
fluctuating force on the ion and only the motion of ions is traced [13.
10
5]. Brownian Dynamics theory is used to model this level of ion
transport.
iii) Macroscopic approach: Ion-water interactions are approximated with a
single friction coefficient, ion-ion and ion-channel interactions are
approximated with a mean electris: field and the instantaneous
positions of the ions are approximated with a coarse-grained time
average of their positions [5]. Poisson-Boltzmann and
Poisson-Nernst-Planck theories are used to describe this level of ion
transport.
Molecular Dynamics and Brownian Dynamics models are very accurate but are
difficult to simulate. The detailed nature of these models require long simulation
times for timescales in the picosecond range, which are even too short for the
actual biological functions performed by the channels [IS] which are in the
microsecond to millisecond range. Also, it is difficult to include a realistic
description of transmembrane potential and electric field [IS] in the channel using
these microscopic/mesoscopic models in order to obtain results that can be
compared to experimental patch-clamp measurements. The continuum
Poisson-Boltzmann and Poisson-Nernst-Planck theories are easier to compute
since the ions are treated as a continuous distribution of mobile charges and the
mean electric field in the electrolyte is used [13]. The Poisson-Nernst-Planck
(PNP) theory describes non-equilibrium conditions and is suitable for describing
ion transport.
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In PNP theory, ions move via two physical mechanisms: diffusion (due to the
concentration gradient) and drift (due to the potential gradient). The combined
process is known as electrodiffusion [6]. Two equations are used to characterize
this transport theory: Nernst-Planck and Poisson equations. The Nernst-Planck
equation expresses current density in terms of the concentration and potential
gradients while the Poisson equation links the ion concentrations to the electric
potential [6]. These equations are examined in chapter 3 as they are similar to the
drift-diffusion carrier transport in solid-state devices, where we have compared
PNP and Brownian Dynamics theories to assess the suitability of PNP to model
ion channel transport.
1~
Chapter 2
A Silicon-Based Patch-Clamp
2.1 Fabrication of a Planar, Silicon-Based Micropipette
As discussed briefly in Chapter 1, in the conventional patch clamp setup, the
glass micropipette contributes to background noise and limits the bandwidth and
detection of fast-switching single-channel currents due to its large series resistance
[11, 12]. (The use of a planar silicon-based micropipette has several advantages
over the glass pipette including reduced resistance resulting in less noise
contribution, and the ability to integrate it with an amplifier on the same chip for
automated recording [17]. The processing steps used to fabricate the planar
micropipette are outlined below:
'If
Fabrication Sequence for Silicon Planar Micropipette
1. We start with 350llm double-sided, polished silicon wafer
2. We grow a 2300A layer of Si02 (oxide) by wet thermal oxidation at 1000°C for
30 minutes
Oxide
3. A 1500 A layer of ShN4 (nitride) is deposited by Low Pressure Chemical Vapor
Deposition (LPCVD) at 725°C for 65 minutes
Oxide
Nitride
4. We coat the top surface with Photoresist and post-bake at 120°C for 45 minutes.
Next, we coat bottom surface with photoresist and pre-bake at 80°C for 30
minutes in preparation for masking and exposure.
-Phatarllliit
Nitride
'--Oxid.
Oxide
Nitridll
.-... Phatarllliit
5. We expose the bottom surface with a "multi-well" mask, develop the wafers for
70 seconds and post-bake at 120°C for 45 minutes. ,r-
Oxide
Nitridll
.-... Phatarlli.t
14
6. We plasma etch ShN4 with a CF4gas (3 minutes to etch 1500A of nitride).
Oxide
Nitride~ Phataresut
7. We etch the underlying Si02 layer with a 1: 10 BHF solution for 10 minutes.
Oxide
Nitride~ Phataresist
8. We strip the photoresist.
9. We anisotropically etch the silicon wafer by immersing in 30% KOH solution at
80° C for 5 hours.
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10. We etch the Si02 by immersion in a 1:10 BHF solution for 10 minutes.
n.
Figures 2.1-2.3 show the actual device structure formed.
Figure 2.1: Well formed on back side of the wafer
16
Figure 2.2: Closer view of well fonned on back side of wafer (not illuminated)
Figure 2.3: Closer view of well formed on back side of wafer (illuminated)
11. We coat the top surface with photoresist and pre-bake at 80° C for 30 minutes.
12. We expose the top surface with an "electrode" mask, develop the wafers for 70
seconds and post-bake at 120°C for 45 minutes.
Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show actual pictures of the device after wafers are developed.
\ -I
Figure 2.4: Electrode pattern (rounded tips) on top side of wafer.
Figure 2.5: Electrode pattern (square tips) on top side of wafer.
13. Metal Deposition: looA of Ti followed by 700A of Pt deposited on top
surface.
--Phatarlllist
N"mide
"'-Oxid"
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14. We remove the photoresist (Lift-oft)
r--------- Ti/Pt
Oxide
Nitride
15. We coat top surface with photoresist and pre-bake at 80° C for 30 minutes.
,---------- Ti/Pt
_ Phataresilt
..- N' 'dltrl e
"--Oxide
Oxide
Nitride
16. We expose the top surface with a "micropore" mask, develop the wafers for 70
seconds and post-bake at 120°C for 45 minutes.
17. We plasma etch ShN4 with a CF4 gas to create micropores in the nitride
membrane.
,----------Ti/Pt
-Phatanli.t
Nitride
"--Oxide
Oxide
Nitrid,
18. We remO\'e the photoresist to complete the fabrication process.
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2.2 Layout of the Patch-Clamp Amplifier Circuit
In addition to the glass pipette limitations, the bulky amplifier circuit in the
conventional patch-clamp setup also contributes to noise in the signal recording
[11], as noted earlier in Chapter I. The use of a CMOS-based amplifier circuit
with a low-noise front end and ultra-high gain integrated with the planar
micropipette on a single chip reduces the noise contribution to the recorded signal
significantly [16]. This section will expound on work done to complete the layout
of a 5-stage CMOS instrumentation amplifier that was initiated in previous work
[16], beginning with a brief overview of the characteristics of the circuit design
and operation.
2.2.1 Circuit Characteristics and Operation
The amplifier circuit utilized in conventional single-channel patch-clamp
recording is basically a current-to-voltage converter that produces a voltage output
corresponding to ion current that flows due to an applied (clamp) voltage. The
instrumentation amplifier used to achieve this aim has four stages: integrator,
ditTerentiator, voltage gain, low pass filter. The components used to make this
amplifier are bulky due to their large values and contribute to noise, restricted
bandwidth and high cost of the system. It is therefore necessary to redesign this
circuit in order to cnable incorporation onto a microelectronic chip because the
large electrical componcnt values in the convcntional circuit cannot be fabricated
:0
on a chip. This redesign has been characterized in earlier work [11, 12] and the
block diagram of the resulting microelectronic instrumentation amplifier is shown
below. It consists of five stages (integrator, differential, clamp capacitor,
differentiator and low pass filtering stages) and uses correlated double sampling to
remove offset voltages and noise during reset.
phlR
R2
Figure 2.6: CMOS Instrumentation Amplifier Circuit [11]
The amplifier circuit operates in three modes: reset, clamp and normal
signal-handling mode. See appendix A for detailed description of the operation of
this CMOS amplifier.
2.2.2 Circuit Layout
Once the circuit specifications are determined, the layout is done in
preparation for fabrication. Earlier work done [16] using Tanner layout editor
called L-Edit is ShO\\l1 below:
2\
Figure 2.7: Layout of the CMOS Instrumentation Amplifier [16]
The device sizes and other relevant details of the layout are presented in appendix
B. Although this layout has all the main stages of the circuit, the bonding pads for
the inputs and outputs need to be assigned and design rule violations need to be
fixed. See Appendix C for MOSIS SCMOS design rules. The final circuit is
shown below, in Figure 2.8.
Figure 2.9 shows the output of the amplifier when a 5pA ,8kHz frequency,
current pulse is applied to the input. This result is obtained simulating the circuit
using XSpice [11].
Figure 2.8: Modified layout of CMOS instrumentation amplifier circuit with
bonding pads for inputs and outputs and test structures of opamps and switches
- ..,(62)
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Figure 2.9: Output of CMOS instrumentation amplifier [11]
2.3 A Silicon-Based Micropipette C"ell Counter
Dielectrophoresis (DEP) is a process whereby forces are created on
polarizable particles to induce movement in a non-uniform electric field [18]. As
noted earlier, a potential gradient is maintained across the membrane of a cell.
This is due to specific charges distributed on each (intracellular and extracellular)
surface of the membrane. These surface charges can be manipulated so as to result
in motion of the cell under an applied electric field [18]. DEP can therefore be
used in separating and sorting cells in a medium. The silicon-based micropipette,
described in Section 2.1, can be used in this DEP application to sense and
characterize cell movement if its aperture is large enough to allow the desired cell
to pass through it. In this section, a brief description of the use of the silicon-based
micropipette as a cell detector is presented.
In the silicon-based micropipette cell counter setup below, the chip is placed
between two fluid chambers and the aperture is the only link between the two
fluids. An electrode by which constant voltage is applied is placed in the top fluid
and another electrode is connected to the bottom chamber to complete the circuit.
Figure 2.10: ASilicon-Based Micropipette [18]
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The bottom chamber is filled with 50llL solution comprising 80mM KCL and
2mM HEPES with pH of 7.4, while the top chamber is filled with IOIlL
suspension of cells. A d.c. step voltage is applied to the top electrode which sets
up a symmetric electric field given by [18]
(2.1)
where Vc is the applied potential, h is the membrane thickness, dA is the diameter
of the aperture, and L is the distance from the center of the aperture [ref]. The
electric field causes cells to pass through the aperture resulting in transient
changes in the current in the aperture due to the applied voltage on the top
electrode. Each current fluctuation can be interpreted as the passage of one or
more cells through the aperture. Figure 2.10 shows the current response through
an 18llm-diameter aperture due to a 4V step applied to the top electrode.
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Chapter 3
Ion Channel Transport Mechanisms
The movement of ions through channels can be described macroscopically by
a process known as electrodiffusion, characterized by a combination of two types
of motion: diffusion, due to a potential gradient and drift, due to a concentration
gradient [6]. In this chapter, we derive the equations to describe this ion transport
mechanism on the continuum level using Poisson-Nemst-Planck (PNP)
non-equilibrium theory. We compare this to the more accurate mesoscopic-Ievel
Brownian Dynamics theory and address the limitations of the PNP theory.
3.1 Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) Theory
Two equations are used to describe the PNP theory: i) the Nemst-Planck (NP)
equation expresses the ion current density in terms of its concentration and
potential gradient [6] using the fact that the electric field set up in the channel
depends on the concentration profile of the ions in the pore [19]; ii) the Poisson
equation links the concentration of the ions in the NP equation to the potential.
3.1.11-D Deri\'ation of the Nernst-Planck (NP) Equation
Ions in solution collide with each other due to their thermal kinetic energy,
resulting in a net flux of the ions down their concentration gradient. TIlis
phenomenon is described by Fick's first law of diffusion [6].
(3.1 )
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where ¢JdijJUJion is the ion flux due to diffusion, 0 is the diffusion coefficient, c is
the concentration of the ions, and the motion is in the positive x-direction. There is
also motion due to drift, given by Ohm's law [6] as
aqJ
¢Jdri/t =-cuzF ax (3.2)
where ¢Jdri/t is the ion flux due to drift, c is the concentration of ions, z is the
valency of the ion, F is Faraday's constant, and 'I-' is the electric potential. The
electric field intensity is given by E =-8'1-'/&. So for a particular type of ion, n,
the total flux is given by
A. =-D ac (x,t) _ z ~ ( t) aqJ(x,t)
'fin n Un n cn x, (3.3)
ax ax
The current density of ions is directly related to the flux and is given by
Using the Einstein relation D" =unRT , equation (3.4) can be written as
J L' ( )( RT ac (x,t) F aqJ(x,t)]" = -unZnrCn x,t n + znC..(X,t) ax ax
(3.4)
(3.5)
This representation of the NP equation shows how the current density of ions is
directly proportional to the concentration gradient, the potential gradient and
temperature.
,~
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3.1.2 I-D Poisson Equation
The potential needed for the NP equations is obtained using the Poisson
equation
p(x,t)
(3.6)
which is obtained from Gauss's law [6]; p is the charge density and E is the
permittivity of the medium containing the ions. The charge density has mobile and
fixed terms shown below:
N
p(x,t) =FLznc"(X,f) +p/(x,t)
"=1
(3.7)
The fixed term of the charge density arises from fixed or induced charges on the
protein and/or membrane.
3.1.2 3-D PNP Equations
Since the ion channel is a three-dimensional structure, the PNP equations
need to be extended beyond the one-dimensional regime. The resulting equations
are
and
J =-D ('112 + z"e12" '1'¥J
" " " kT
"
(3.8)
(3.9)
where z"e is the charge, 11" is the number density of ions and is related to the
concentration of ions and AYogadro's number by 11" = 103 N.4c", &0 is the
dielectric constant and I =.cn. IS the mobile ion charge density. TIle two
equations are solved simultaneously to yield potential, concentration and current
in the system.
3.2 PNP versus Brownian Dynamics
The PNP equations, as derived in the previous section, are nonlinear and do
not have closed form solutions. Numerical analysis is generally used to obtain
desired results [14]. However, under the special condition of steady-state with
constant field (i.e. linearly varying applied potential, and assuming uniform flux in
one direction), the NP equation reduces to I-dimensional form [11] and is given
by
J = Dn (<1>nL -<1>no)(7]"L -7]"0)
" L exp(<1>"J - exp(<1> "0 ) (3.10)
where <1>"1. and <1> nL are the values of potential energy <1> n =z..e¢ / kT at the
boundary points, say z=O and z=L, 7]"1. and 7]"0 are the values of
77" =11" exp(<1> " ) at the boundary points and L is the channel length. The number
density of ions is given by
{
exp(<l> (z)) - exp(<l> o)}
11 = exp(-<l> (z)) '1 + (71 - 17 ). •
" ..0 nL nO • ("') ("')exp 'V.L - exp 'V.o
(3.11)
Equation 3.10 and the Poisson equation 3.9 are solved simultaneously at specific
points in thc channcl to yicld dcsircd potential, concentration and currcnt (ion flux)
[14]. In Bro\\11ian O)l1amics (BO) theory. the motion of individual ions is
described using a modification of Nc\\1on's sccond law known as thc Langcvin
~ ~
equation
liv. (
m.-'=-m.y.v. + FR t) + q/E., lit ' , I , (3.12)
where mi, qi, and Vi are the mass, charge and velocity of the ith ion, m/y, is the
friction coefficient used to represent ion-water interaction, FR is the stochastic
force due to random collisions, and qjE is the electric force on the ion due to
other ions, charges at the channel boundary and the applied membrane potential.
The Langevin equation is solved at discrete time steps to obtain values of the force
acting on a single ion. The potential profile of the ion is constructed by integrating
the force curve along a given path [13]. Current is calculated as the number of
ions that pass through an imaginary plane in the middle of the channel during a
simulation period and concentration is determined from the time average of the
number of ions in a given region [14]. Below is a comparison of the results of
PNP and BD models for an arbitrary cylindrical sodium ion selective channel.
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Figure 3.1: Nonnalized conductance of sodium ions in a cylindrical channel 2sA
long with fixed charges on the proteins versus channel radius; symmetric 300mM
NaCl solution on either side of the membrane and 105 mV applied voltage across
the membrane. PNP results (diamonds) and BD results (circles) [11].
Figure 3.1 shows the PNP fonnalism does not provide accurate results for narrow
channels. This is due to the mean-field approximation employed in the PNP
calculations and the representation of the ions as a continuous charge density.
Nevertheless, the PNP approach is useful in providing quick and valuable insight
into ion-channel interactions [19].
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Chapter 4
Solid-State Ion Channel Models
4.1 Basis for a Solid-State Model
A voltage-gated ion channel operates in a manner similar to a field effect
transistor. When a sizeable voltage stimulus is applied across the cell membrane,
the proteins that form the channel conform to an open (conducting) state to allow
ion flow due to a redistribution of charges on the membrane and also due to the
surface charges on the protein. If the stimulus is not strong enough, the channel
will exist in a closed state and ion flow will not occur. Ion flow and electric field
through open channels can be described at low but useful resolution using the PNP
theory derived in Chapter 3 [25]. In this case, the channel is described as an
invariant arrangement of fixed charges [25]. The PNP equations used to obtain the
current (ion flux) in the channel are similar to the drift-diffusion equations that
describe carrier dynamics in semiconductors. Electronic equivalent models of ion
channels can provide valuable insight into the behavior of these channels by using
well established computational methods employed in electronic simulations [25].
Also, as the scaling of solid-state devices moves into the nanometer regime,
understanding the behavior of ion channels can lay the foundation for the
development of biodevices that interface neural networks with computer chips [27].
In this chapter. we present an equivalent electronic model of the KcsA ion channel
using a solid-state device simulator called ATLAS by SILVACO International and
we qualitatively analyze its beha\'ior under various conditions.
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4.2 KcsA Solid-State Model
The KcsA channel is a voltage-gated potassium ion channel that is critical in
electrical signaling in the brain and heart [29]. In 1998, the three-dimensional
structure of this channel was discovered using x-ray crystallography [31] and has
since been used in simulations of the ion channel behavior. Figure 4.1 shows the
model of the molecular structure of the channel in its open state, indicating two of
the positions of the surface charges present on the proteins forming the pore/hole
of the structure.
Figure 4.1: Molecular structure ofKcsA potassium channel [28]
A simplified structure used in simulation programs is shown in figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: Asimplified structure of KcsA potassium channel. TIle filled circles
and diamonds and the unfilled circles are the charges on the channel protein [24]
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ATLAS is a simulation program developed by SILVACO International that
provides the capability for numerical, physically-based two- and three-dimensional
simulation of semiconductor devices [31]. ATLAS uses a comprehensive set of
physical models and powerful numerical techniques to solve for the electrical
characteristics associated with a specified physical structure and bias conditions.
For the work in this thesis, ATLAS was run with two other SILVACO programs:
DeckBuild, the interactive run-time environment and TonyPlot, the interactive
visualization package. To run a successful device simulation in ATLAS, the
following specifications need to be defined:
I) Structure Specification:
a. Mesh
b. Region
c. Electrode
d. Doping
2) Material Models Specification
a. Material
b. Models
c. Contact
d. Interface
3) Numerical Method Specification
4) Solution Spedfication
5) Result Analysis
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The KcsA channel structure created in ATLAS is shown below:
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Figure 4.3 A KcsA solid-state equivalent model. The intracellular pore, the
hydrophobic cavity and the selectivity filter constitute the channel
The structure is defined in ATLAS by first specifying a grid or mesh of points and
then assigning every part of the mesh to a particular material [32]. The intracellular
and extracellular baths and the channel solution are conductive and are therefore
modeled with silicon. The cell membrane and channel protein are lumped together
and modeled as an insulating silicon dioxide layer. The pennittivities of the silicon
and silicon dioxide are modified to mimic water and the protein, respectively. The
KcsA channel protein acts as the gate for this device and the structure shown is that
of the open/conducting state. Therefore, only two electrodes making contact with
the left and right baths are used in this simulation. The KCI solutions in the baths
are modeled by doping the silicon with electrons, representing the potassium ions.
This is done to account for the channel"s selectivity of potassium ions over the
chloride ions in the solution. Electrons are used to represent the potassium ions
3S
since electrons have higher mobility than holes. This representation of the
positively charged potassium ions with negatively charged electrons will cause the
electric field patterns to be reversed; however, the basic behavioral pattern will not
change. The next specification to be included in the simulator involves the
properties of the materials in each region, like their bandgap energy, permittivity,
and mobility of carriers, which can be modified from the default values used in
ATLAS. Interface properties like surface charge can also be specified. Since the
current due to an applied voltage is the desired response of this simulation, the
numerical solution technique used is the Gummel iteration followed by a Newton
method. This is the recommended technique for drift diffusion calculations. The
bias conditions for which the electrical characteristics are to be simulated are then
specified to complete the program. The parameters used in the KcsA channel
model are specified below:
• Dielectric constant: B"'olrr =80, Bprotrin =2
kT
• Mobility: Using D inn =/.linn -, where Dion is the diffusion coefficientq
and kT/q=26mV
Mobility in cm2Ns
Bulk Intracellular Hydrophobic Selectivity
Pore Cavity Filter
Potassium 7.54xIO-4 7.54x10-4 3.77x 10-4 3.77xIO-4
ion
Chloride ion 7.81 x10-4 7.81x 10-4
- -
• Doping Density:
Nn .....,~ = COl1ce1ltrat iOl1(moles / cm') x Arogadro' s _ l1umber
Arogadro's _l1umber =6.02 x 10:3 particles / mole
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4.3 Simulation Results and Analysis
In this section, we present the I-V, electric field and potential characteristics for
3 different cases as described in the following paragraphs.
4.3.1 Varying Applied Voltage
(Fixed Symmetric Bath Concentrations, No Protein Charges)
A doping density of 6.02xl019cm-3 (IOOmM solution) is used in both baths
while the channel doping density is 1Q17cm-3. The source electrode is grounded and
a positive voltage is applied on the drain electrode. No charges are placed on the
protein surface.
Electric Field: Snapshots of the channel behavior are taken at applied voltages of
150mV, 250mV and 350mV. Figure 4.4 shows the electric field distribution
throughout the structure while Figure 4.5 shows the electric field pattern taken
along the channel axis (i.e. exactly through the middle of the channel) for the
different applied voltages. In Figure 4.5, we see that the magnitude of the electric
field decreases significantly near the intracellular and extracellular boundaries
where there are sharp changes in doping concentration. In the pore and selectivity
filter, the magnitude of the electric field increases since the field lines are more
concentrated in these constrictions or 'necks'. The field decreases in the wider
hydrophobic cavity because the field lines spread out more in this region. The
distribution shifts dO\\llwards with increasing applied voltage.
Potential: The potential distribution along the axis of the channel is shown in
Figure 4.6 below.
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Figure 4.4: Electric Field Distribution through Ion Channel structure
for 100mV, 250mVand 350 mV applied Voltage
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Figure 4.5: Electric field along the axis of the channel for applied voltages of
150mV, 250mV and 350mV
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As expected, the potential rises gradually from left to right in the structure, since
we apply a higher potential on the drain (right electrode. However, the potential
starts at an offset instead of starting at zero, since the source electrode is grounded.
This offset in the potential is due to the built-in potential in silicon and can be
calculated as
v = kT 1 ( N D,baJh J
offset n N
q D,chonnel
4.3.2 Varying Symmetric Bath Concentrations
(Fixed Applied Voltage, No Protein Charges)
(4.1)
In this simulation, the voltage applied across the electrodes is kept constant
while the concentrations in the baths are increased. The channel concentration is
kept the same as in Section 4.3.2.
Electric Field: Snapshots of the electric field pattern for IOOmM, 250mM and
500mM bath concentrations are shown in Figure 4.7 with the distribution along
the channel axis shown in Figure 4.8. As expected, the magnitude of the field falls
significantly at the intracellular and extracellular boundaries, the variation
becoming sharper with increasing bath concentration.
Potential: TIle distribution of the potential is shown in Figure 4.9. In general, the
potential rises gradually from left to right. However, as the bath' concentration is
increased. the potential dips at the mouth of the intracellular pore. The onset
potential for cach bath conccntration can be calculated using Equation 4.1.
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Figure 4.7: Electric field distribution through ion channel structure
for lOOmV, 250mV and 350 mV applied Voltage
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Figure 4.8: Electric field along channel axis for 100mM, 250mM
and 500mM symmetric bath solutions
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I-V Characteristic: A voltage sweep from -IOOmV to +lOOmV in IOmV steps is
applied to the drain electrode and the current is solved at each step. Gummel and
Newton iterations are used to solve the drift-diffusion equation. Figure 4.10 shows
the I-V curves for IOOmM, 250mM and 500mM bath solutions. The curves are
asymmetric because forward current (positive applied voltage) is more feasible
than backward current (negative applied voltage). The magnitude of the current
increases as the carrier concentration increases.
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Figure 4.10: I-V curve for IOOmM, 250mM and 500mM symmetric bath
solutions
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4.3.3 Effect of Protein Charges on Device Characteristics
The actual KcsA channel has charges on the protein walls that form the
channel. The specific positions of the charges when the channel is conducting are
shown in Figure 4.2. The charges in the selectivity filter are the negative ends of
dipoles with moment 7.2x1O·30Cm. We model these charges in ATLAS by placing
positive surface charges on the top and bottom channel-protein boundaries in the
selectivity filter. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show the results for symmetrical lOOmM
bath solutions at applied voltages of 150mV, 250mV and 350mV.
Electric Field: The electric field rises at the mouth of the intracellular pore as we
observed in the previous simulation; however, at the left end of the selectivity
filter, the field rises sharply in magnitude while falling sharply in magnitude at the
opposite end of the selectivity filter.
Potential: The potential rises steadily from the left until we are in the selectivity
filter region where it flattens out and then falls gradually in the extracellular bath.
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To appreciate the extent to which charges on the protein affect the channel
characteristics, we compare the results obtained for IOOmM bath solutions having
fixed charges in the selectivity filter with results for 250mM and 350mM bath
concentrations having no fixed charges in the selectivity filter. A voltage sweep
from -IOOmV to +IOOmV is applied to the drain electrode in IOmV steps. Figure
4.13 shows snapshots of the field distributions when the applied voltage is 100mV
and Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the field and potential, respectively, along the
channel axis for the different bath concentrations. I-V curves for the applied
voltage sweep are shown in Figure 4.16.
Electric Field: The presence of the surface charges in the IOOmM case has a very
strong influence on the channel behavior. The electric field is distorted by
magnitudes much greater than the other two cases. This result shows us the
importance of knowing the exact structure of the channel in order to predict
accurate channel characteristics.
Potential: When fixed charges are present, the potential rises to a plateau value in
the selectivity channel and then drops down to the end value of the potential as in
the case for no charges. Again, this result gives more insight into the channel
behavior for a more accurate model of the structure.
1-V Characteristic: The fixed charges cause more current to flow through the
channel. TIlis is because the positive charges placed on the protein walls attract
more electrons to the selectivity region.
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Figure 4.14: Electric field distribution along the channel axis for IOOmM,
250mM and 350mM symmetric bath concentrations. Fixed charges are present in
the selectivity filter of the 100mM case but no fixed charges in the 250mM and
350mM cases.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
This goal of this thesis to provide insight into the behavior of unique
biological devices called ion channels, essential to cell growth and function, has
been two-fold. First, we presented a silicon-based patch clamp setup that can
provide more accurate experimental measurements of currents through
voltage-gated ion channels. We then presented a solid-state model that can be
employed in modeling the ion channel electrical characteristics. We summarize
our simulation results below:
Electric Field: This parameter is not constant within the channel. Its magnitude
increases sharply with decreasing pore radius, due to more field lines concentrated
within such constrictions, and decreases significantly with increasing
concentration gradient between bath solutions and channel solution. Increasing the
bath concentrations increases overall electric field strength. Surface charges on the
protein influence the electric field significantly, causing substantial changes near
the region containing the surface charges (i.e. the selectivity filter in our
simulations).
Potential: This parameter rises gradually from a low value (on the source) to a
high value (on the drain) in the absence of surface charges. The potential tends to
fall at the mouth of the intracellular pore before rising gradually to the end value
when the concentrations in the baths are increased. When surface charges are
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present, the still rises gradually from low to high potential however it rises to a
plateau in the region containing the surface charges and then falls down sharply in
the extracellular region.
I-V Characteristic: The current that flows through the channel is significantly
increased when surface charges are defined in the channel structure.
The work we have carried out in this thesis is only the first step in defining a
macroscopic ion channel model that can be used to give more accurate description
of ion transport through the channel. The next step will be to derive the equations
for the electric field and potential patterns that we have seen in our simulation
results and to incorporate them into equations used to describe the movement of
ions to formulate a useful ion transport model.
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Appendix A: Operation of CMOS Instrumentation Amplifier
The CMOS instrumentation amplifier operates in three modes [19] described
below in the order in which they occur. Initially, all the switches in the circuit are
open and there is no input signal.
i) Reset Mode: The reset switch, phiR, closes and the integrator outputs a
voltage equal to the opamp input-offset voltage.
ii) Clamp Mode: The clamp switch, phiC, closes and the reset level including
the offset voltage of the integrator and stored in capacitor CC.
iii) Signal-handling Mode: Vcomm is applied on the cell and Isig passes
through; the reset and clamp switches are disabled before this is done. The
Isig pulses are integrated and then passed through the differential stage
where the noise and offset stored in CC are subtracted from the signal.
Sampling switches, phiS1 and phiS2, clock at the same frequency (l00
kHz) but do not overlap. Their operation samples the signal and the values
are stored in the CS capacitors. The next differential stage causes the
delayed sampled signal to be subtracted from the instantaneous sampled
signal, similar to discrete-time differentiation. The output is then low-pass
filtered to remove high frequency components.
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Appendix B: Layout Device Templates and Sizes
The following layouts illustrate the techniques used in constructing the CMOS
Instrumentation Amplifier [12, 16].
B1. P-Channel Transistor Layout with Contact Windows
511
B2. Resistor Layout with Contact Windows
LR -R x-loral - jhm JV
where L is the length of the n well layer and W is its width.
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B3. Capacitor Layout with Polysilicon and N+ Electrodes
c =Gox =0.835 X 10-15 F/J111l2
A tax
whereGox =3.980 ,fox =4.l3x 10-
10 m,A is the area, Cis the capacitance
~!r~!~~
L·····--.J
B4. Operational Amplifier Schematic and MOSFET Sizes
Two types of operational amplifiers are used in making the instrumentation
amplifier, differing in the MOSFET sizes used in their composition. Below is the
schematic for the transistor level operational amplifier.
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B3. Capacitor Layout with Polysilicon and N+ Electrodes
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B4. Operational Amplifier Schematic and 1\10SFET Sizes
Two types of operational amplifiers are used in making the instrumentation
amplifier. differing in the MOSFET sizes llsed in their composition. Below is the
schematic for the transistor k\el operational amplifier.
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The table below shows the device sizes for the two different operational amplifiers.
The Big Opamp is used only in the first stage of the circuit (the integrator); all the
other opamps in the circuit are of the Small Opamp type.
Transistors
BigOpamp Small
WIL OpampWIL
MI and M2 200/15 30/5
M3 andM4 60/35 15110
M5 80/20 20110
M6and M7 10/20 10/20
M8 110/10 20/5
M9 100/10 30/5
MIO 110/5 80/5
Mil 110/5 45/5
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Appendix C: MOSIS Design Rules
The following design rules are SCMOS rules obtained from MOSIS [33]
Cl: Well Layout Rules
1.1 Minimum width
~·I Minimum spacing between wells at1.2 d·ff . II erent potentia
,-----, ---- ---
Minimum spacing between wells at same1.3 potential 6
12
18
6
12
18
6
1.4
Minimum spacing between wells of
different type (if both are drawn) o
.----------' r----------~ ,----------.
I I : I I
; I I ,I '
I '
: I : I I I
I I I I I I
:~-------...~ :+~---"'.' '
: 1.2 : 1.3; :
I: I I
I '
I I I I
N well I : N well' : N well'
I - - - - - - - - - -t I - - - - - --= ----' I - - - - - - 7 - - - -'
___________ ,1.4 04--1-.1--".
I
,
P well
t -= _
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C2: Active Layer
2.1 Minimum width 3* 3
44
-- -1------------
I 4
I
2.2 Minimum spacing 3 3 3
~rce/drain active to well edge 5 ~l 6
c-2.4 ISUbstrate/well-c-o-n-t-a-ct-a-ct-iv-e-to-w-e-I-1e-d-g-e-------+--3--+-3---i--3--1
~-~I----~~~--~-------------------~-~---------------
Minimum spacing between non-abutting active
of different implant. Abutting active
2.5
I
-("split-active") is Illustrated under Select Layout
~.
C3. Poly
2
1
3
2
1
3Minimum active extension of poly
Minimum spacing over field
- -- ~---_..._._-- - ---
2 i 3 3 I
---- -- ----- -~ - - -1 -- ---- ----
Minimum spacing over active , _ 2 i 3 4 I
-~:_~ I
4 I
1 I; Minimum field poly to active
, Minimum gate extension of active
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.2.a
3.2
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C2: Activc Laycr
Lambda
Rule Description
SCMOS SUBM DEEP
2.1 Minimum width 3 * 3 * 3
2.2 Minimum spacing 3 3 3
2.3 Source/ drain active to well edge 5 6 6
2.4 Substrate/well contact active to well edge 3 3 3
2.5
Minimum spacing between non-abutting active
of different implant. Abutting active
("split-active") is illustrated under Select Layout
Rules.
4 4 4
2.1 Acth-r~ Acth'r. 2,:"
N·plus-&tled r
I
, 1 j
,
,
P Hq~llln i--~'--'~'----.-~-
, Hrclon
I Acth1l
1
2.11 Acth.. Acth', • • Act"..
2.2 2.5
1"lllu~ .,kc1 :'oi.plu..WC'IKt
C3. Poly
Rule Description
3.1 Minimum width
3.2 Minimum spacing over field
3.2.a Minimum spacing over active
3.3 Minimum gate extension of active
3.4 Minimum active extension of poly
3.5 Minimum field poly to active
Lambda
SCMOS SUBM DEEP
2 2 2
2 3 3
2 3 4
2 2 2.5
3 3 4
1 1 1
3.5
C4: Overglass
Active
Active
3.4
f'R~"-'<,:-',1;, ij:,,~~};~~,\+·i~.,;;"iki~;: ~·.;;~7~;~~,;#b,~'~~',:~~·~~¥i,.HD;~>~):i;.'I', 'c' ·~t;I'~~i",:;;:,~.~;i~1~,:iit;~$S~,~~=~,·,g,~-"\;,f/~,;::\'~}~?;~~ "J;;:M~' ,-i"I':.",~J,::~j;~i;' ~C~,
I. ~ '~:·"1::J...~·~,;" "b...,,'l'·:;··~\'#·:/"'\·.";·i. ,e.s~r p ~n~1J:'i'·'!h"41I'''f·····'··'''''·'..,{:\.A' '1~.\·:r,~ .cr,o~s,:,~[~-:::r~1 f*~~~..:'t·~":~l~~:;':-" ~Q~;,~"~\ir.ls~~:;~~:"~·l~-:;;~~ )J~~-:':;;:.E-~,
'1~.11Mlnlmum bonding p~~~i~atlono~eni~g -, 1 ' 60
I 10.2 IMinimum probe passivation opening 20
I-~-o~;--lPad metal overlap of passlv~~~~~- -·------1-~6----
I-~-'------------------- 1---'-
10.4 IMinimum pad spacing to unrelated metal I 30
r------~--------- ----'.---------------------- .----.. ----------·---------1-------
10.5 IMinimum pad spacing to active, poly or poly2 15
Metall
Poly
Electrode
Active
* ·Pad· metal is illustr<ted as Metal2, but it's really whatever '--__----J
topmostmet<i layeris available (depends on options).
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